Change in priming sites for discontinuous DNA synthesis between the monomeric and concatemeric stages of phage T7 replication.
We have analyzed the transition sites between primer RNA and DNA in a 589 bp segment of the bacteriophage T7 genome. In the monomeric replication stage, RNA-DNA transition sites are predominantly on the light (L) strand (with 5'----3' polarity on the genetic map) but rarely on the heavy (H) strand, indicating that replication proceeds semidiscontinuously with the H and L strands corresponding to the leading and lagging strands, respectively. The direction of replication is that expected from the position of the primary origin and also indicates that secondary origins are seldom if ever used. In the concatemeric stage of replication, RNA-DNA transition sites are instead distributed on both strands of the segment with equally high frequency, showing that initiation occurs within the concatemeric molecule per se and by a different mechanism.